No. AIBSNLEA/CHQ/Director (HR)/2022/

Dated 07.7.2022

To
The Director (HR),
BSNL Board, New Delhi.
Sub: Undue delay in issuance of Tenure Transfer Orders in respect of BSNL
Executives-reg.
Respected Sir,
We would like to draw your kind attention on the above cited subject. In this
regard, it is submitted that the Executives who had been transferred to the Tenure
Stations like NE-I, NE-II, J&K, A&N etc., and joined to their respective stations by
obeying the BSNL Management orders with the hope that they will be called back to
their respective choice stations after the completion of the Tenure Period.
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It is constrained to bring to your kind notice that the transfer orders in respect of
the Executives already completed their Tenure transfer Period during the time span of
March 2022 to June 2022 have not been issued so far especially in the case of Accounts
Personals working in NE-II Circle and they are eagerly waiting for their transfer orders. It
is intimated with the deep anguish that the transfer orders in respect of Accounts
Personals are always getting delayed invariably for Tenure Transfers and for own-cost
request transfers through OTP.
Sir, we feel it is not out of place to mention here that few years back one
unfortunate instance was happened in one Tenure Station that one Executive
committed suicide attempt in deep frustration due to non issuance or rather delay in
issuance of his transfer order from the Tenure Station for his choice station in time.
Consequently, BSNL Management had taken a serious note on it and it has been
made an understating between the Association and the BSNL Management that “now
onward all the Tenure Transfer orders will be issued two months before the
completion of their Tenure Period “ and the same had been implemented also. Of late
it is observed that such transfer orders are not being issued in time/before the due
time with the reason better known to the Management.

In view of the foregoing facts, it is requested to kindly intervene in the matter
and direct the officers concerned for taking suitable steps for immediate issuance of
necessary transfer orders and ensure for the timely issuance of such transfer orders in
future for the Executives transferred to Tenure Stations and applied for return back to
their respective Stations.
With kind regards,
Yours Sincerely

Copy for the kind information to:
1. The PGM (Pers), BSNL CO, New Delhi
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2. The PGM (SR), BSNL CO, New Delhi

